
Cheyenne_love: sits on top of the bar 
ghost_rider_1976: smiles at Chey 

azianice: *pushes his drink to the side out of Chey's way* whoaa don't break any glass now 
sexy! 
azianice: lol ramster...you remember back then too eh?  man...some good times 

ramster77: looks at the fine specimen on the bar 
Cheyenne_love: crossing my legs short black dress resting high on my thigh 

ghost_rider_1976: smiles Chey you are looking gorgeous as usual hun  

azianice: *slaps Chey's ass* you're facing the wrong way! 
Cheyenne_love: Ty rider  
eroticexplorer75: very nice 

azianice: but still a great view 
Cheyenne_love: ooo scoots forward  

ElCoyoteLaffs: wonders why ram is looking at specimen instead of Chey, ewww 
ramster77: that’s a hot lil dress chey 
azianice: I think it's time for.. 

azianice: body shots! 
azianice: off of Chey! 
D r a z: wipes the bar watching the ass polishing  

ramster77: hides my drug & alcohol test from el 
azianice: was anyone around here when talkwitfun was still around? 
Cheyenne_love: picks a piece of ice out of my drink bringing it to lips sucking on the end of it feeling it 

melt against hot pink lips 
azianice: Chey 
azianice: I can say one thing 

azianice: *watches closely as you suck on the ice cube* 
azianice: this is a hell of a lot better than the discovery channel 
azianice: *grins* 

Cheyenne_love: laffs  
eroticexplorer75: damn Chey.....work it girl lol 

ramster77: hears a tiny groan of pleasure.. from the ice cube 
azianice: *pretends to host a nature show* watch as we enter Chey's natural habitat.. 
Cheyenne_love: slides cold melting ice down my chin ...neck....melting all the way as it reaches 

between my breast  
azianice: notice how she sucks on the ice cube, seducing her prey  
eroticexplorer75: *eyes following the ice downward* 

Cheyenne_love: nipples pucker as the coolness resides between round breasts ...drags my finger over 
the wet line 
noididnt2: gulps  

ramster77: reads "pucker" a few times quietly 
noididnt2: got your lips puckering didn’t it rammer 
ramster77: sure did 

azianice: *cheers Chey on* 
Cheyenne_love: leans back a bit on the bar palms catching the back of the counter....uncrossing legs a 
flash of pink thong showing before pushing toned thighs together  

eroticexplorer75: *leans back and enjoys the show as it unfolds* 
ramster77: reaches sideways into the popcorn on shells lap.. eyes catch a glimpse of the 
thong flash.. 

Cheyenne_love: spins brings my legs up on the bar laying back hot pink heels flat on the bar lifts my 
hips hands sliding down my thighs to the hem of my dress playing with it 

noididnt2: i think the bar needs a lil more polishing  
 
Cheyenne_love: drags the bottom of my dress up over my hips silky bright pink thong revealed as i 

continue to roll it over my taut tummy letting it rest just underneath my breast 
Cheyenne_love: Wb Draz *winks* 
eroticexplorer75: *slides closer to get a better view* 

D r a z:  ty chey..* winks back 



seashell_4: me to  

seashell_4: slides next to er    
eroticexplorer75: come on over shell *smiles* 
ramster77: imagines a marble rolling around that taut tummy 
Cheyenne_love: rolls over on my tummy tan cheeks separated by silky bright pink string looks at erotic 

and slides my tongue over the bar  
eroticexplorer75: *locks eyes with chey as a smile plays upon his lips* 
Cheyenne_love: pushes my ass upwards reaching back and giving it a slap  

Cheyenne_love: gets back up on my knees pulling my dress back down  
Cheyenne_love: sits back down behaving 
D r a z:  stands and claps bravo chey 

ramster77: i was in some kind of chey-coma 
Cheyenne_love: Ty Draz *blushes*  

 
 
 

Cheyenne_love: Stands up running hand through hair rocking my hips in slow circles to the hard beat 
ghost_rider_1976: hehe case in point on the hot ladies part smiles at the beautiful Cheyenne 
panther13_08: looks at Cheyenne  

panther13_08: care to go to the dance floor?  
vazziy: *looks over* 
ghost_rider_1976: applauds Chey  

Cheyenne_love: I’m dancing right here panther 
Cheyenne_love: backs my behind up on panthers lap shaking my ass on his crotch looks over my 
shoulder see just have fun 

panther13_08: smiles  

ghost_rider_1976:  @ Chey 
panther13_08: gets up and gently grabs chey's waist  

D r a z: wipes the bar 
panther13_08: starts to move with her  
Cheyenne_love: pushes back with my ass knocking him back spinning around waggling a finger at him 

no no not that easy  
ghost_rider_1976: chill panther 

panther13_08: you just want me to sit here?  
Cheyenne_love: steps up on a chair sliding my hand over my tight red dress cupping my breast rolling 
my tummy  

panther13_08: stays in his chair, just watching Cheyenne  
D r a z: watching chey mesmerising ........god almighty look at that body  
ghost_rider_1976: gorgeous  

panther13_08: she's so fkking hot  
Cheyenne_love: turns around backside to the crowd bends over grabbing my ankles peeking between 
tan legs red dress rising showing tan cheeks slowly slides my hands up my legs as i come back to a 

standing position  
Cheyenne_love: wb KP 
D r a z: watches the sexy dancer  ........smiles watching the dress riding up 

panther13_08: only moves slightly, just to adjust the crotch of his pants  
Cheyenne_love: grips the top of the chair dropping down onto the seat legs spread open straddling the 
back of the chair flash of red thong showing winks at panther  

ghost_rider_1976: smiles to Chey 
panther13_08: smiles back  

panther13_08: adjusts just slightly again  

KevlarPanties:    
ghost_rider_1976: rocks to the tune 
D r a z: looks over at the bad girl .........look at her go,,,,,,, keep it going girl ........go little 

bad girl 



ghost_rider_1976: hehehe indeed 

ghost_rider_1976: didn’t think bad could be this good eh Draz  

ghost_rider_1976: @ Chey 
panther13_08: lol  
panther13_08: but the show's still amazing  

panther13_08: smiles at chey  
Cheyenne_love: reaching down grabbing the bottom of my little red dress shimming it up over my taut 
tummy  

ghost_rider_1976: dammmnnnnnn 
ghost_rider_1976: applauds  
Cheyenne_love: then pulling it back down giggling as i stand up  

panther13_08: applauds  
D r a z: go little bad girl little bad girl 

panther13_08: can't look away  
panther13_08: pants are definitely feeling a bit smaller  
ghost_rider_1976: whistles and listens to the tune 

Cheyenne_love: dances over to the bar flings my hair over on panther dragging it down his body hands 
on his thighs ....then whips it back over my shoulders  nods yep pants are tighter  
panther13_08: shivers  

panther13_08: lays head back in pure bliss  
Cheyenne_love: hops up on the bar taking the bottom of my red dress and pulling it back up over my 
red thong then taut tan tummy and red bra nipples pressing against the fabric tosses it at Draz as i 

walk down the bar  
ghost_rider_1976: applauds again 
panther13_08: in awe  

D r a z:  catches the dress and slips it behind the bar   ..clapping as I watch chey   
ghost_rider_1976: My Darkest Days 
ghost_rider_1976: Porn star dancing YEAH! 

D r a z:  she don’t play nice ........porn star dancing ........naughty girl like you 
Cheyenne_love: makes my ass cheeks shake reaching back running my nails over the tan flesh then 
slapping it hard  

ghost_rider_1976: oooh 
D r a z: grins seeing the hand marks on the tan cheeks  

panther13_08: feels himself getting more and more aroused  
ghost_rider_1976: lovely hand marks hehe 
Cheyenne_love: drops down on my knees  

D r a z: smiles looking at chey  
Cheyenne_love: Smiles  
D r a z: holds my hand out to chey   

Cheyenne_love: Takes his hand  
ghost_rider_1976: smiles watching the two 
D r a z:  slides chey off the bar and slowly slides her down my body to the floor  

panther13_08: claps for chey  
Cheyenne_love: feels his firm body against mine smiles do i get my dress back?  
D r a z: slides her onto a barstool  

Cheyenne_love: ty panther  
D r a z:  slides behind the bar and passes her her dress back 
Cheyenne_love: Ty Draz slips my dress back on 

 


